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RADIO BETNA
ARABIC MUSIC IS ALL THAT MATTERS TO US

519.982.9970
956 Howard Ave. Unit 2.
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The Only 24/7 Music Web Radio Station You’ll Fall in Love With.

A North American With an Arabic Heart
MEEN NIHNA ?
Radio Betna is an Arabic web based radio station. It streams
the best hits straight to your smartphone or computer device
with a WIFI connection. Our stream sounds great, and it’s Free.
Who has the time to look for and download MP3s ?
Not you! So enjoy a music experience like no other, always
ready on your smart phone. Radio Betna has the best Arabic
music, with special focus on new releases and top hits of all
times.
Our Mission Statement:

Did you say Fairouz ?
Absolutely. Listen to her angelic voice every morning while enjoying your coﬀee, mana'eesh, or whatever you do with friends
and family. Use your smartphone to listen to Fairouz on Radio
Betna without paying for Apps, just bookmark us.
Your Daily Horoscope ?
Can't start your day without reading your daily horoscope?
Well, tune-in to Radio Betna at 8:30 AM (EST) every morning to
learn what’s in store for you. You will feel much better.

Launched in 2010, Radio Betna is the
ﬁrst independent web radio station to
put quality Arabic programs on the web.
Radio Betna is managed by a proud dedicated team of Lebanese-Canadians and
Arabic radio enthusiasts who believe
web radio is an interactive medium and
the way to the future. Our goal is to entertain and inform you wherever you
may be in North America, or around the
world.

How about News ?
Two international Arabic news bulletins will keep you informed
about what's happening in this friggin awesome world. Check
out our programs schedule on Radio Betna and listen away!

Smartphones Friendly.
No Apps Needed !

We are pleased to invite you to be part of Radio Betna to enjoy
our music everyday and every hour.
Majeda Ayoub
Director of Communications
& Public Relations

http://www.radiobetna.com
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A Special

Audience
Is Waiting For You !

Radio Betna
Reach over 5,000,000,000 people who speak Arabic in USA and Canada. Our listeners
comprise all leveles of income and eduction. They love supporting businesses that
speak their language and advertise on their favorite web radio station.
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Culture is
important !
The best way to reach Arabic speaking consumer is
through Arabic media.
1- Consumers respond best to ads in their language.
2- Many newer residents don’t understand English well
enough to respond to advertising.
3- Arabic consumers believe that companies using Arabic language media are sensitive to their shopping
needs.
4- RadioBetna.com is the only reliable medium to get
your message to the Arabic family.
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Music is on

24/7 - 365 !
Radio Betna is all about music. New hit releases
and all time best songs are always the focus.
We play the most requested songs from the Arab
world everyday, that’s why listeners love us and stick
with us.
From Fairouz, Om
Kalthoum and the singers of
the golden age, to modern
pop stars of today, we play
everyone’s favorite hits.
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Why online
web radio ?
Listeners can tune in virtually from anywhere in the
United States and Canada using their smartphones or
digital devices. No more AM/FM bad signal or geographical barrieres.
Fewer commercials per hour = higher listener attention compared to FM
radio. Our listeners are also a
click away from advertisers'
web site.
Web radio listeners are
usually active consumers
with an above average
level of purchase intention.
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Wake up with
Fairuouz !
Besides music, music and more music Radio Betna
runs a myriad of interesting programs like horoscope
and international news every morning, and theater
performancies in standard Arabic every week.
From time to time, we run
special contests and give away
valuable prizes to our listeners.
Everybody loves freebies
and we love making our listeners very happy.
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Engage the
Arabic
communities!
Advertising works best when listeners engage wih the content of
your message in their own language. That’s why alternative cultural
media is far more cost-eﬀective, two great reasons to consider Radio
Betna as your advertising partner.
Choose the package that’s right for you:

No. of Daily Spots Duration Total # of Days

Price

3 spots

30 sec

30 days

$300 +Tax

6 spots

60 sec

30 days

$590 + Tax

9 spots

60 sec

30 days

$850 + Tax

Contact Us

*Single spot is $ 3.50 CAN + Tax. Minimum purchace of 35 spots is required

519.982.9970
956 Howard Ave. Unit 2. Windsor, ON.
radiobetna@gmail.com
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How we look on Android OS

Not exactly as shown
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How we look on Apple IOS

Not exactly as shown
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Statistics - June 8th, 2014

Source: Centova Cast
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Statistics - June 8th, 2014

Source: Centova Cast
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Statistics - June 8th, 2014
statistics is a great way for a detailed look at the health of your website,
and for tracking its progress online. We are constantly and actively promoting our website to reach more users in USA and Canada, through digital promoting, traditional advertising and of course, word of mouth.

Source: StatCounter
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